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About This Game

Astro Tripper is a furious shoot-em-up experience inspired by the painful, knuckle busting video games of years gone by. An
evolution of PomPom's 2001 award winning game, Space Tripper. Travel the surface of large horizontally-scrolling platforms,

and pit your highly maneuverable craft against hoards of enemies eager to blow you to bits, eat you or worse.

Gameplay is simple. You are free to travel anywhere on the platform at anytime, but don’t fall off! Powerful Blue Lasers and
Red Spread Lasers come equipped, so use both weapons tactically to get through tricky situations. Power up your weapons with

power crystals dropped by destroyed enemies. Oh, did we mention the blasting absolutely anything that moves?

Enemies encountered are varied. Zippy UFOS. Fat Motherships. Tanks. Choppers. Slimy Slug creatures. Alien Insects. Aztec
structures brimming with electricity. And of course, Big Bosses! 14 unique levels spread over 4 diverse worlds means there’s

always something new just around the corner.

Key features:

Furious retro shoot-em-up gameplay
14 completely unique levels spread over 4 worlds
Vibrant 3D visuals and effects
Global Online Leaderboards
Unlockable Challenge Games
Achievements
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Title: Astro Tripper
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
PomPom
Publisher:
Pom Pom Games
Release Date: 15 Sep, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:XP,Vista,7
Processor:1.6GHZ or better
Memory:512 MB RAM
Graphics:DirectX 9.0c compatible Shader 2
DirectX®:dx90c
Hard Drive:75 MB HD space
Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian
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Please do not play this game. It is worse than the other Starlite Astronaut game, which I actually didn't think was possible. The
online multiplayer is dead, the controls are terrible, the game is not fun at all. This game is everything you never wanted in a
multiplayer game. Buying an 8-ball would be a better life choice than buying g-ball.. I'm not real sure what I expected. Even at
67% off, this game isn't worth $1.

Update: The game sits in the category "Regrets" in my library - also worth noting, it is the only game in that category.. Real nice
little puzzle game. Real cheap for 5+ hours of enjoyment.. The Guardians Campaign is clearly more entertaining than the base
game, which, principally, suffered from the fact it had a single overly generic-feeling faction.

Fortunately, the Nod-like Guardians provide some much-needed actual flavour, like the ability to roast attacking infantry close-
up with your incendiary tanks, or, if you prefer, detachedly offing those same pitiful enemy troopers with your self-cloaking
sharp-eyed snipers from afar instead. Another example - you'll eventually be given access to airborne drones which make for
great scouts but can also shield you from annoying enemy aircraft by aggressively homing in on them and blowing up in a
kamikaze run.

I'll refrain from spoiling anything further but this represents a definite step in the right direction.

In terms of favoured unit selection, it does seem one can get away with spamming a particularly good unit type that counters
most others and sheer numbers then practically negate what that unit is less adept at. So, yes, things remain very much vanilla
old-school RTS in that respect, but no less fun for it.

From a technical \/ stability level I didn't come across any show-stoppers, though on one instance some flame tanks inexplicably
just stopped firing things up and moved but refused to ignite enemy targets. Their pacifist ways didn't pose too big a hurdle - I
had other vehicle types at hand en masse to deliver righteous justice under the insignia of a closed fist.

Now, I've seen some comments about timed mission objectives. I dislike being rushed, yet I find I couldn't care less if I don't get
an extra star for it. Sure, I'd prefer to see something else on occasion so I wouldn't miss out on the associated rewards but it
hasn't really hampered my chances of progression, which makes it ok by me.

If you already own 8-Bit Armies, the Guardians Campaign is an absolute no-brainer for the price.

It's rather obvious how much untapped potential 8-bit armies has so I hope the developers do go the distance and truly deliver on
it. I shall be looking forward to more campaigns.

Here's a suggestion for one: a well made 'quasi-Dune' faction\/campaign - including entirely new maps and terrain features,
specific units and structures (Fremen, Sardaukar, Ordos Deviators, Palaces, etc.), plus new dedicated music tracks for thematic
ambiance by Mr. Frank Klapacki. May the spice flow!. I really like this game keeps getting more complex.in a good way.I it's
the best tycoon of any game.right now i'm looking for stuff to do outside the restaurant,like live in this city or something. this
game has a lot to do.But how can it get any better then now I do not know.. Can you please tweak the game and at least fix the
lag and quality for laptops such as mine. And also have the settings or the graphics of the game to be better without lag because
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so far my laptop can't even handle "Potato Computer."
So please change the game, I mean tweak the game and change the quality and framerate of this game because I love it but the
lag stresses me out.. If you like RISK, you'll like this game. The menus are easy to navigate and there is a very easy learning
curve, so it's a breeze to get started and begin dominating the planet.
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Once I figured it out, I don't seem to be having much fun. Flying is irrating, and my curiosity doesn't seem to stimulated when
exploring these dark ships.. Thank you four this little Game it was awsome to play!! thanks!. I have bought this item and used
the software and didn't like it now i am looking to refund the item but it seems like i have given no option to refund this
Software.. One of the best CYOA games I have played. If you like Lovecraftian horror you'll love this, and it has insane value
for the price tag.. I have not played vanilla so I dont know if this review will be helpful for you, but I played it with the fantastic
LOTRTW Modification, and it was ALMOST as good as Third Age but not good enough. Overall (again I havent played the
vanilla Alexander (but have clocked over a thousand hours into Rome 1 on the disk version) I would recommend it just for that
Mod.. Got called hacker few times,
Even mid game, some infantry skirmishes and then BUM!
Rrolling out 2 or 3 T34\/76 and a T70 in less than a minute.
10\/10. An Instant Classic!. Awful! terrible game with a boat load of bugs thrown in.
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